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Have you ever wondered about the mysterious life of Queen Nefertiti? Are you fascinated by

powerful women? Maybe you just want to learn more about the foundation of ancient Egypt? Who

was Nefertiti and how did she become one of the most powerful queens in Egyptian history? Itâ€™s

time to meet the beauty of the Nile and listen to her story to becoming the most influential and

powerful woman of her time as we know her. The story of this exceptional and outstanding woman

has been told and retold for thousands of years, and many, many more to come. The Egypt of

Nefertiti is her unique biography, the mysterious beauty lost in the sands of time. The biography I

present contains EXACT information of what we know today.Based on REAL events with the latest

findings. Iâ€™ve studied and researched ancient Egypt for many years with true passion and love,

and deeply understand their culture and legends.Meet the beauty of the NileFor centuries, the

beautiful, mysterious Queen Nefertiti, has captured our imaginations. Her level of influence and

power was unprecedented for a woman in the ancient world. She came out of nowhere and

dissapeared just as suddenly. The mystery, the allure of the unknown, drama, and intrigue are all

integral parts of her story.What will you learn about the Egypt of Nefertiti?The mysterious origins of

Nefertiti and their legends and myths.Her controversial and radical husband â€œThe Heretic

King.â€•New gods versus old gods, that brought Egypt in total chaos.In-dept information of the

powerful priests of Amun.The foundation and destruction of the city Akhetaten.The odd and unique

style of art in the Amarna Period.Nefertitiâ€™s role during Tutankhamunâ€™s childhood.Her final

mysterious destiny.Latest findings of her resting place.Questions that are being explained in great

detail.Who was Nefertiti?What happened after her husband died?How many children did Nefertiti

have?Is she the real mother of King Tut?Who was the heretic Pharaoh?When did Nefertiti rule

ancient Egypt?How and when did Nefertiti die?Get your copy NOW!Your book will be instantly and

automatically delivered to your Kindle device, smartphone, tablet, and computer. Learn the true

story of Nefertiti by scrolling up and clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page!
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Talking of Egypt, only two things strike my mind - Mummies and pyramids! I have a plan to visit

Cairo in this year and ever since then I've been reading lots of book and articles on travelling to

Egypt. This book came as a suggestion and seeing the Egyptian Queen Nefertiti, my interest to read

the ancient history grew further.Very insightful and deep book, revealing the history of Amarna

period. The mysteries, the puzzles, her rise and fall, everything beautifully described.Really enjoyed

this book, although I'm not into history and stuff. But this book is short and kept me hooked. Thumbs

up!

I loved reading this book. It's a great walk down the history of what once was a strong and powerful

country. Although a lot has happened over the years, reading about how things were in the past

definitely was a great way to learn more about their history.

This book contains information about the Ancient Egypt of the beauty Nefertiti. Before I don't have

knowledge about it but glad I got this book I have already insight. I discover the mysterious and

beauty of Nefertiti during the ancient time. I'm not so fun of history but this I appreciate it much. I

recommend this book for those not yet discover the beauty and power of Nefertiti, grab this book.

This was a good read. It showed a few theories about the woman. I would recommend this to a

gone who is interested in ancient Egypt.



A good read for people like me who do not have a lot of free time. Over all a good book.

good history -- of Egypt and Nefertiti at her time

very good

Good basic information about the dynasty, but bad editing.
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